
Adventure #3 

The Flying Fortress of the Five Companies 
 

The PCs are aboard the Ghost Wind with Captain Arya Shellycoat, formerly Arya Cutter, 

wife of Captain Horace Cutter of the Crimson Cutter. They have escaped the diabolical 

kraken in Scuttlecove, the one that bore a horrible medusa head that transformed both 

men and vessels alike into stone. They fled town, skirting up the east coastline to avoid 

the dragon Ozymandarion’s attention. Everyone else has been left behind to their fates. 

The Flying Fortress is nestled in the distance a few miles out. It resembles any other part 

of the mountain range and is not clearly “flying” at all. Colored pennants flutter in the 

wind on multiple stone towers. 

 

 
 

The Wind Ghost cruises closer, wind whipping around the crew and guests. This is only 

the second time they have been on the vessel, the first being when Captain Arya picked 

them up in a rowboat they had scuttled from the shore of Deadman’s Rest before the 

Spire arrived.  

 

Lea the cleric stands in the spray of cool air from Phillip the air elemental, the giant 

presence at the rear of the vessel that powers the sails of the pleasure cruiser. The old 

Halruaan vessel was never meant to be a war vehicle, but it has since been fitted with a 



few swiveling arbalests, just in case. (I’d not noticed these earlier but players pointed 

them out on the map).  

 

 

The Flying Fortress looms nearer and the ship decelerates, moving into position to hit the 

drydocks so the crew can lash it down.  The Wind Ghost can never stop moving Arya 

explains.  If they don’t anchor the vessel it will bounce off the rocky walls and keep 

floating away, higher and higher and further.  The crew expertly busies themselves with 

ropes and the landing sequence.  

 

Elgweth the revenant assassin has climbed to the top of a mast and shields his eyes 

against the sun.  Cool wind plays through his dead hair and ruffles his black clothing.  

This high up the humidity is not nearly as dense and choking as it was in Scuttlecove.  

Giant eagles soar in the updraft and cloudy wake from the Ghost, winging over and under 

and cawing in shrill voices. He casually wonders if the small quickling Xixxit could ride 

on one of their backs…? 

 

 



 

 
 



 
But then down below on the main deck Olent and Raven and Lea hear a voice. 

 

“HEROES!  Come to me!” 

 



It is a bodiless but feminine voice.  Then Elgweth and Xixxit hear it too over the roar of 

wind in their ears.  Elgweth cuts a rope from the nearby rigging and swings down, his 

boots Reckless cheering him on the entire way:  “Glorious Elgweth!  Damning and 

daunting!”  He settles lightly to his feet and looks for the source of the voice.  It beckons 

to them from behind stacked crates, and the PCs slowly congregate there.  No one else 

notices the voice calling, and behind the crates they see a familiar face, only translucent, 

very large, and not pale and bloody as the last time they saw her. With no gory neck 

stump her body just fades away into nothingness. A beautiful eladrin princess. 

 

The Head of Vyrsallis. 

 

 
 

“Heroes of the Pyramid!  Listen to me carefully.  You are in terrible danger.  I have been 

watching as promised and I have seen much from this side of the Veil. I need you to think 

back and remember.  Remember when we were inside the Pyramid…” 



 

 
 

They all nod, reluctant to dredge up too many memories of that awful place.  

 

“There was a lair where a shard of Karavakos was trapped, a prismatic room of swirling 

light and chaos.  Do you remember?” 

 

They nod again.  They remember. It was a brutal fight against a crazed aspect of the 

tiefling wizard.  Something was wrong with it, horribly deformed and mad, and the 

colored prismatic prison wreaked havoc on everyone within.  Brim nearly died twice in 

that room. 

 



 
 

“And nearby,” she continues, “there were chambers of pulsating purple and pink flesh.  

The intestines of some great being.  Do you remember? And before that you were 

attacked by an enormous tentacle from a pit.  Yes? I was with you the whole time.”  

 

Again they remember crawling through sphincters and fighting strange abominations, 

including a swarm of cockroaches that crawled over them in the name of Torog. 

Something was calling to them psychically while they navigated these rooms, chanting 

“DALMOSH FEEDS!” as a massive heartbeat throbbed behind the walls.  They never 

found the source of it… 

 



 

 
 

“LONG AGO,” the eladrin whispers, “a mind flayer prisoner of the Pyramid tried to 

escape.  The thing opened a portal to an alien dimension, but its mind and body were 

ripped apart in the process.  It never escaped.  The mind flayer was turned inside out, and 

its guts became the walls and floors and the power of the Far Realm pulsed and flowed 

and tainted everything nearby.  A hole was punched into this other reality and powerful 

beings from that world drew close, curious, and pushed their way inside.  It calls itself 



Dalmosh, some horrible entity I cannot begin to fathom.  Toward the end a second entity 

approached the rift, one calling itself Torog.  I believe you said it is a being you are 

familiar with from past dealings.  But the power of the Pyramid was greater than the rift 

across time and space.  It kept the hole from widening even though chaotic energies 

ravaged within.  Until the Pyramid stopped.  Its magic has been broken.  Killing 

Karavakos disabled the entire structure, at least long enough for that hole to the Far 

Realm to completely rupture.  

 

Dalmosh and Torog have forced their way into this mortal world. There is a direct gate to 

the Far Realm in the bowels of the pyramid now, and as it fate would have it, that 

terrifying Black Spire of the aboleths was nearby.  They worship those alien beings.  

They are gods unto them along with all the madness and suffering they entail.  Even now 

massive arms have squirmed up from the base of the island and enwrap the tower. It is a 

greater foe than you could ever hope to defeat, and although I have passed into a 

temporary zone myself in the afterlife, even I quiver for fear of what they could do to 

me…” 

 

Elgweth clears his throat.  He doesn’t like the sound of this.  “What do you propose, 

Vyrsallis?” 

 

“RUN,” she says fiercely.  “Run has long and hard and fast as you can.  Get away from 

here.” 

 

Well hell, they’re already working on that as best they can! They have passage with 

Captain Arya, all they need to do is wait for the Thunder Hammer to arrive which is only 

an hour or two away.  

 

“Have you seen Paldemar and Brim?” asks Lea.  The wizard and his henchman escaped 

with the Hand of Vecna after they defeated Karavakos. 

 

“All I know is that he used powerful magic to leave the small island.  I do not know of 

his current whereabouts.”  Lea frowns.  As a cleric of Ioun she never trusted that 

conniving follower of Vecna anyway and wonders what he is up to. 

 

“I will be watching,” Vyrsallis says.  “Especially you my dear Raven.  You who carried 

me for so long, sweet child.  Well, you and the other one.  That ugly one.  The goblin 

thing.  But it is dead now is it not?”  Yes, Splug has passed on, but they have the new and 

improved Splug 2 in the form of Xixxit the Rogue. “I’ll be watching…” she whispers 

again, and then the head dissipates like mist. 

 

Captain Arya Shellycoat ambles up to them.  “What in the hells are you all staring at?”  

The entire party has their faces craned to the sky.  

 

 

“Nothing.  Nothing at all,” answers Lea.  “How long before we dock?” 

 



“About two minutes. Then we have immediate business with—” 

 

She is cut off by Nadia screeching and pointing from the owl’s nest:  “MOVEMENT!  

Movement from the east! IT’S BIG!!!” 

 

Crew members rush to the starboard side, hands to their eyes to reduce the glare. In the 

distance something huge streaks toward them over the mountaintops.  They see the 

flicker of barbed tentacles and a flattened, amorphous form.  I described the movement of 

the creature as similar to the sentinel machines from The Matrix movies.  It is fast, lithe 

and extremely large; another kraken, and it is making a beeline for the Wind Ghost. 

 

 
 

“Defensive positions!” shouts the captain, pulling a pistol from her belt.  The crew 

scurries into motion, many of them landing their butts into swiveling arbalests and 

buckling down. Long jagged harpoons jut from the muzzles of the weapons and the girls 

try to swivel themselves into position.   

 

The kraken pulls up short though, hovering about half a mile from the Wind Ghost as if 

waiting for something, or maybe gauging the effectiveness of its foes.  This is a smaller 

kraken than the one that devastated the docks of Scuttlecove, but it looks no less deadly.  

It fluidly glides left and right, back and forth, a swirl of hoary arms and glistening teeth.  

 



Elgweth has climbed out onto a crossbeam, balancing precariously as Reckless sends 

encouragement (Reckless also gained a new power at 10th level that lets the assassin shift 

through enemy squares).  Everyone stares at the waiting kraken, wondering what the 

thing is thinking.  They’re still a hundred yards from the drydock, coasting in smooth and 

slow with Phillip’s guidance.  

 

Lea and Elgweth are the first to see it. 

 

Something ripples in the air not thirty feet off the starboard side.  Light blends and melts 

and refracts and then the invisible thing suddenly becomes visible, launching toward the 

deck of the Wind Ghost like a slimy torpedo.  Tentacles trail behind the monster, a big fat 

aboleth, and aboard its back sit five fish-like humanoids all coated in slime, grinning 

rows of jagged shark teeth and carrying spears and harpoons and blades.  Gwynn spots a 

similar boarding party on the stern side, likewise no more than thirty feet away, and 

within seconds the Wind Ghost has been attacked from two angles on widely opposite 

sides of the ship. 

 

 
 



 
 

Olent the avenger unleashes a radiant blast of power, striking the aboleth dead on but the 

energy bounces off and strikes the first rider full in the face.  Its head snaps back but it 

remains hanging on.  Feet pound across the deck as the aboleth soars in above them and 

the monsters leap from their slimy seats, planting themselves on the rolling wooden 

surface, snarling and hissing.  The aboleth lands, viscous tentacles curling around the 

nearest railing.  A kuo-toa marauder savages one of the girls in the arbalest.  She shrieks 

in agony as claws rake down her face, blood pumping between serrated nails, and then a 

spear drives all the way through her breastbone, pinning her to the chair.  Another 

crewmember is likewise slashed across the throat and then beheaded in a gory geyser of 

red, slumping dead over the arbalest while her head rolls the other way.  

 



 
 

On the other side of the ship Gwynn, Nadia and a dozen other girls have a similar 

problem as the second aboleth descends, dropping off six snarling kuo-toa fishmen.  A 

haze of mucous hangs in the air around this second aboleth, making it difficult to see as if 

the thing is shielded by a blurry haze.  The mucous gets in their lungs and nose and eyes 

and they all start choking on the nasty stuff.  Multiple arbalests spin and fire at the foe but 

all of their shots fly wide (I rolled really really poorly for the crew) and then the kuo-toa 

fall upon the women strapped to the chairs, shredding them without mercy.  Nadia is still 

up in the owl’s nest and she desperately clambers 

down with a cutlass clenched in her teeth.  Gwynn 

screams a warcry and charges the aboleth, burying her 

blade up to the hilt in its blubbery hide.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

“CAREFUL OF THE SHIP!” moans Phillip pitifully as the battle rages. There is not 

much he can do expect watch the conflict play out and puff the occasional gust of airy 

disapproval.  The kraken is still watching from a distance, swishing back and forth like an 

impatient shark.  

 

Elgweth, Lea, Olent, Arya, Raven and Xixxit carve into the intruders as best they can.  

The kuo-toa are tough, battle-hardened warriors that seem to shrug off pain and keep 

coming. Gwynn’s foes are all minions (and the girls themselves are Improved minions, 

except for Gwynn and Nadia who are 9th level skirmishers). The aboleth shoots tentacles 

at the assassin and severely lacerates him, but the revenant teleports away with an instant 

reaction and becomes invisible.  Screams from Arya’s crew fill the deck as their blood 

washes over it.  Six are slain in the first few rounds; they simply cannot withstand the 

onslaught, although the girls dish it out too, cutting fishmen down, their hot entrails 

spilling sloppily across the deck like buckets of rotten chum.  More harpoons fly out, 

most missing, and another girl pulls a pistol and aims at the rubbery abomination, 

planting a good sized hole through its hide.  The giant eagles reel and screech and attack 

anything that is thrown over the railing, tearing eyes from corpses as they tumble to the 

rocks.  



 
 

Seventy feet of ship separate the two battles, and there is little one side can do to aid the 

other.  The PCs have all they can handle with the skirmishers, although the monsters have 

suffered a terrible beating.  Raven summons her crocodile Snappy and the reptile churns 

into the kuo-toa with ravenous delight, tearing their legs from under them and clamping 

down, dark green blood and viscera spattering its jaws.  

 



 
 

The aboleth tries to move into position to dominant a foe with psychic overload, but it is 

suddenly ripped into by Elgweth for 50 points of damage!  The thing writhes in agony. 

Olent hurls a globe of fire and the sticky tendrils shoot out to immolate three foes at once. 

 Flesh crisps and burns and the stench of overcooked seafood and nastier things wafts 

over the deck while Phillip tries to blow the stink away.  

 

The turning point of the battle comes when the first aboleth is slain.  It shudders and 

collapses, tentacles spilling around it and limply flicking until it lies still.  One of the 

fishmen is demoralized by the death of its leader and tries to leap over the side, even 

though the Ghost Wind has nearly docked and hovers over the mountainside.  The kuo-

toa leaps through midair, swan diving to its death…until Snappy snaps it!  An 

opportunity attack clamps its jaws down on the thing’s leg and pulls it back aboard, 

chomping and tearing through muscle and ligament as the monster gurgles and tries to 

kick its way to freedom (this was very reminiscent of Quint’s futile resistance at the end 

of JAWS when the shark eats him…and it was hilarious).  

 



 
 

Meanwhile, Xixxit the quickling has been making lightning-fast stab attacks and flirting 

around the outside of combat. He is near to Phillip and quickly dives into the cool, roiling 

mists of his cloud, gaining full concealment and hiding. 

 

“HELLO LITTLE ONE.”  The airy voice of the elemental rumbles around him like 

gentle thunder.  

 

“Shit! Here it comes!” shouts Arya, pointing.  The kraken is moving again, gaining speed 

like a bullet. The thing is big but not so big that it cannot fit on the deck of the Ghost 

Wind and inflict irrevocable damage.  

 



 
 

But it is not the only enormous monster in the sky.  Gwynn and Nadia spot a second 

shape from the west while the kraken shoots in from east…a dragon. 

 

Ozymandarion!  

 

 
 



The two behemoths are about the same size and instantly catch sight of each other, 

adjusting their trajectories for imminent collision.  Arya shields her eyes against the glare 

of the sun and peers hard at the black bodies on the back of the dragon.  One of them 

looks much too big to be a dwarf, and with a shudder she realizes who it is:  her ex-

husband Captain Horace Cutter. 

 

 
 

On the deck of the Wind Ghost the battle continues.  Most of the kuo-toa are slain or 

disabled and the wood is awash with blood. The girls are trying to handle the last aboleth 

and they finally punch enough holes in the abomination to force it to retreat.  It launches 

upward, suffering a devastating opportunity attack that leaves it wobbly and reeling, and 

then it careens off the boat and swoops down, down, down, three giant eagles tailing 

behind and harassing it with talons and beaks. 

 



 
 

Above them, the massive kraken and dragon race toward each other like runaway trains. 

The dragon’s roars of indignation fill the sky, overpowering the whispery wet susurrus of 

the kraken.  Their bodies move closer and the heroes now see that there are several 

people clinging to the seats on Ozy’s back; the foremost rider is Captain Cutter, but he is 

standing up in his chair, feet buckled into stirrups, with Tucker behind with arms 

wrapped around his waist.  Cutter pulls two guns free, one of them a solid gold flintlock 

pistol that a pirate obtained from the Deck of Many Things.  With a wry smile on his face 

the pirate captain aims at the approaching horror with both barrels… 

 

Closer and closer, the two creatures have resigned to fight this out in the air above the 

Wind Ghost while passengers gawk.  Slime sprays through the sky between them as the 

kraken unleashes a burst of something black and foul, but the dragon dodges and closes 

the last few yards with a resounding roar of fury.  Laughing himself, Captain Cutter starts 

firing, blooms of fire exploding from the muzzle of the golden gun as the kickback nearly 

topples him from his precarious perch and Tucker holds on tighter to keep him from 

falling.   

 

The monsters SLAM together, a chaotic dance of wings and tentacles, teeth and claws, 

swirling in the air while the retort of gunfire echoes off the peaks and bullets rip into the 

monster’s flesh.  They start spinning, each one trying to gain an advantage over the other.  

Dragon blood falls in a heavy rain and the duo plunges down, losing altitude and 

swooping dangerously close to the masthead. 



 

“CAREFUL!” moans Phillip.  “DON’T HURT THE SHIP!” 

 

The dragon and kraken dive back up at the last moment, detaching and then surging into 

one another anew with a distinct crack of cartilage and bone and the whiff of gunpowder.  

 

 
 



 
 

Tentacles coil around the dragon, slicing through scale and hide.  Bloody scales rain like 

shingles onto the deck of the Ghost Wind even as the surviving crew members 

desperately throw coils of rope at the dock to lash them down. Captain Cutter keeps 

pumping bullets from the golden gun, a haze of smoke around his face.  There are two 

other people on the dragon’s back, but in all the commotion and movement it is 

impossible to tell who.  

 

With a final lash the kraken disengages and flies east, leaving the weary and wounded 

cobalt dragon to circle down to the Wind Ghost even as the ship gently bumps into the 

drydock. Cheers erupt from the heroes and crewmembers as the kraken flies toward the 

Black Spire.  All in all things went very well.  A lot of Arya’s crew has suffered terribly 

from the attack but the PCs aren’t too bad off (aside from not having rested in a long 

time; actually, Olent and Raven are getting very weak and low on surges).  

 

Ozy finally settles on the deck and dispatches his passengers.  Cutter leaps off deftly, 

glowing with exhilaration, and Tucker whimpers and slides to the boat as if he has soiled 

his pants and knows it.  Two more people hop off too; Ulando Deepgem and Skorne, the 

dwarves from Brighthaven whom the PCs have met several times. 

 

 

“WHERE IS THE DECK OF MANY THINGS?” bellows the dragon, its strong breath 

washing over the PCs.  The reptile is addressing them directly but they have no idea 



where the Deck is.  The last time they saw it Ozy was forcing hapless pirates to pull from 

it in Scuttlecove.  Ulando raises his hands as if to diffuse the situation before it spirals out 

of control. 

 

“Master Ozy means that the Deck simply vanished!” the dwarf explains.  “One moment it 

was there in someone’s hand, and then a flash of light and it disappeared!” 

 

“WHERE DID IT GO?” growls the dragon again, bending its fearsome head down level 

with the party.  The creature has been severely wounded in battles with aboleths and now 

a kraken.  Rips and gouges scour its exquisite hide, and despite the anger in its eyes they 

also see exhaustion creeping up on the wyrm. 

 

The PCs stammer out an explanation, that they really don’t know where it is, but it is 

likely that the Deck felt it was being abused and opted to place itself in someone else’s 

hands. 

 

But Captain Arya Shellycoat is not paying attention to the dragon.  She briskly walks 

right up to Cutter.  “You arrogant bastard.  Nothing can kill you, can it Horace?” 

 

He shakes his head ruefully.  “Just your barbed tongue, my dear.” 

 

She matches that rueful smile, and then to everyone’s surprise, she enwraps Cutter in a 

brief but fierce hug before stepping back as if embarrassed. 

 

Cutter explains what happened. 

 

“We heard commotion from the docks.  The screams were enough to let us know 

something terrible had happened although we couldn’t see it.  Like the dwarf said, the 

Deck just vanished. But…” and he licks his lips, glancing back at the brooding dragon, 

“…but I have sworn allegiance to my new master, Ozymandarion the Great.  I told him of 

a great store of treasure in a hidden mountain fortress, surely more than enough to make 

up for the loss of the Deck.  I volunteered to show Ozymandarion exactly where the 

Fortress is, if he would only agree to take me there.  As…as such a wise and powerful 

lord has shown, he is more than capable of defending himself…and us…against threats.” 

 

“AND THIS IS IT,” growls the dragon, looking up at the castle.  “I CLAIM LORDSHIP 

OVER THIS PLACE AND ALL OF ITS INHABITANTS.  TELL THE CURRENT 

MASTER TO COME FORTH AND MEET ME AND SWEAR FEALTY.  I WILL 

WAIT HERE.  DO NOT MAKE ME WAIT LONG.” 

 

Ozy slowly begins circling around like a cat in its bed, shifting boxes and barrels until it 

has made a nest in the very middle of the Ghost Wind. Its motions are beleaguered and 

filled with pain, and the cleric Lea considers using magic to heal the dragon, but Elgweth 

stays her with a hand on her arm and shake of his head.  Ozy is extremely dangerous and 

if it comes down to him or the party they realize they might have to kill him.  Better to do 

it while he is weak. 



 

Arya shouts orders to the rest of the crew.  The adamantine chains need to be attached 

while the Ghost Wind is docked.  Fifty yards long and weighing over ten thousand 

pounds, the heavy chains are necessary so that the ships can pull the Fortress.  Near the 

drydock for the Ghost Wind is carved a smaller drydock for the Thunder Hammer. There 

is no third dock. 

 

“There’s more,” says Cutter, and his voice quivers.  “The…thing in the bay destroyed the 

Crimson Cutter.  We saw it from the dragon’s back.  It is utterly sunk.  I am sorry to say 

that we are now only the Four Companies of Halruaa, not Five. Never again.” 

 

Arya purses her lips, clearly perturbed by this news, but there is nothing she can do.  “I’m 

sorry, Horace,” is all she can say.  He nods but does not answer, staring at his feet as if it 

might stymie tears. 

 

“How long until the Hammer arrives?” the captain asks Gwynn as they all disembark 

down the gangplank.   

 

“Less than an hour, cap.” 

 

“Good.  That gives up time to speak with Lord Vlad. He needs to know exactly what has 

happened. Not as if he doesn’t know anyway.” 

 

Lord Vlad?  The PCs don’t know who that is.  Arya has not mentioned him before, but it 

does make sense that a large magical castle such as the Flying Fortress would have 

someone who lives there.  Steep steps are carved into the side of the mountain and they 

begin the precarious hike to the top.   Arya waits until they are further from the boat 

before fiercely bitching about the dragon. 

 

“Who the hell does he think he is?  He can’t have the Fortress!  It’s not his to take!” 

 

“I said what I did to save my hide,” mutters Cutter.  “You would have done the same in 

my predicament.  I had to get off that goddamn island. We’ll worry about the dragon 

later.” 

 

“Lord Drashula is not going to like this one bit,” sighs Arya. “Not at all…” 

 

The PCs quiz Horace Cutter if his allegiance to the dragon was genuine. He scoffs.  No, 

of course not.  It was a despicable lie.  But the heroes suspect that Ulando and Skorne 

might have more deep-seated loyalties and will defend the dragon with their lives. Which 

is a problem because they like the dwarves and don’t want to see them hurt. 

 



 
 

Arya leads the PCs, Gwynn, Nadia, Cutter and Tucker up the rough steps to the main 

entrance of the Fortress.  Ulando and Skorne stay behind to placate the dragon.  The 

fortified towers of the Fortress rise before them like stone juggernauts and they see the 

glint of metal from plated soldiers atop the parapets.  Arya reaches the heavy doors and 

pounds on them, stating: “This is Captain Arya Cutter—” She pauses, stammering and 

reddens as she mentions her married name.  Horace smiles.  “Captain Arya Shellycoat of 

the Wind Ghost,” she corrects.  “Open these doors and let us in!”  

 

They stand in silence for a few moments, listening to the whistle of wind in their ears and 

the distant thrum of the surf. Raven looks up, staring at one of the guards above who is 

watching.  There is something odd about his helmet though.  Too…thin.  Is that even a 

man?  She squints and peers harder but the guard has stepped back. 

 

The doors open slowly and they are admitted to the inner courtyard. Shadows coat the 

dusky cobblestone and Xixxit scoots in as fast as his feet with carry him, blending into a 

hiding spot.  Arya marches across the courtyard and approaches another wide set of doors 

flanked by four statues of human men and women in poses of combat.  Again she bangs 

on the door and states her name. 

 

The double doors begin to slowly creak open, widening inch by inch until the group sees 

an immaculate foyer beyond.  Arya marches in with Gwynn and Nadia in tow, oblivious 

to the two strange metal men flanking the doorway. 



 
 

“GREETINGS CAPTAIN ARYA,” one says in a mechanical drone, a blue light strobing 

where its mouth should be.  She doesn’t answer and pushes on, leaving the others to 

gawk at these bizarre automatons.  They are not human at all and seem to be pure 

machine.  They have never seen anything like it. 

 

Xixxit the quickling is the last to enter after he separates from the shadows.  But through 

the eyeholes of his metal mask he spots motion from what looks like stables.  He pauses, 

watching with fascination as a large white bird pokes its head out, followed soon by the 

flexing of powerful forelimbs.  It is a snow white griffon.  



 
 

Arya leads the party to another door and then straight up a flight of narrow steps. She 

talks quietly as they ascend. 

 

“Listen…do not speak to Lord Dralusha unless spoken too.  He can be…temperamental.  

Let myself or Horace do all the talking.  Is that clear?”  They nod, wondering what 

exactly they have gotten themselves into. 

 

[GM Note:  I was playing creepy music from Halo 1 as soon as they reached the front 

gates a while back.  The whole place was oozing with unseen menace]. 

 



 
 

The foyer at the top of the stairs features a high ceiling and is immaculately clean.  Not a 

speck of dust or dirt mars the surface.  Polished marble clicks under their boots.  An 

ornate door leads to what they assume is throne room.  Precious gems adorn the door and 

gold and platinum filigree is stamped into the wood. At the south end of the hall the party 

is surprised to see several extremely clean pigs as well.  They are kept in a pen and watch 

them with round, sad eyes.  

 

[GM Note: Again, I didn’t make up the pig thing. They had some oinkers on the Paizo 

map that I never noticed.  The players thought they should be mechanical pigs, but it 

works out better if they’re real]. 

 

[GM Note 2: In retrospect, this is a very strong party.  Four 10th level PCs, a 10th level 

NPC (Xixxit), two 10th level pirate captains (Arya and Cutter), two 9th level skirmisher 

mates (Gwynn & Nadia).  

 

Arya pushes the door open and stomps into a large room with a vaulted roof. A plush 

purple runner leads to a throne, but no one is seated there. Rather, an immense humanoid 

nearly sixteen feet high stands before the throne and watches their entrance in silence. 

But it is like no humanoid they have ever seen. 

 



 
 



 
 

It stands as still as stone, firelight gleaming off dark metal skin of unknown origin. Two 

large bug eyes survey them as a number of black hoses twist and dangle down from the 

ceiling and link into the thing from small round ports.  A burst of steam gently escapes 

with a hiss from a vent on its back.   



 

To its left stands a golem made from pure ice. 

 

To its right stands a golem made from pure gemstone. 

 

Seconds later two doors open on both sides of the room and more mechanical men pour 

inside, their wrists extended as if aiming crossbows.  A tiny pinprick of light glows on the 

back of their hands.  One metal man is larger than the others and wields a sword and 

shield, but he is still far smaller than Lord Vlad Dralosha.  

 



 



 

 
 

 
 



The others have stumbled through the doorway, afraid to follow Arya and Cutter but 

having no choice.  Xixxit is immune to fear though and recklessly dives under the table 

into the shadows, watching and listening and trying to suppress giggles.  No one seems to 

notice his presence. 

 

“Lord Vlad,” says Arya, kneeling at the thing’s feet and bowing her head.  “Forgive me 

this sudden intrusion with strangers.  These… (and she looks for Xixxit but doesn’t see 

him)…these four strangers came from the Pyramid.  It was shortly after their arrival that 

the Black Spire arrived, although they claim to have nothing to do with it.  I for one 

believe them.  They valiantly helped defend the Wind Ghost against attack.” 

 

The huge mechanoid does not answer at first, just gazing with bug eyes at the newcomers 

who fidget and don’t breathe a word.  Steam escapes from a vent on its back. 

HSSSSSSSS…. 

 

And then it speaks in a metallic, nasal voice: 

 

“IT IS LORD VLAD’S OPINION THAT YOU WOULD NOT BRING STRANGERS 

TO THE FORTRESS AGAINST DIRECT ORDERS UNLESS THE EMERGENCY 

WAS DIRE.  IN THIS CASE, LORD VLAD AGREES THAT THE SITUATION IS 

DIRE. TRESPASS FORGIVEN. BUT WE ARE STILL IN DANGER.  WHERE IS THE 

THUNDER HAMMER?” 

 

Arya visibly sighs, glad that she is not being reprimanded. “On its way now, my Lord.  

Less than hour.  We’re preparing the Wind Ghost even now.” 

 

“EXCELLENT.  AS FOR YOU NEWCOMERS, TELL ME YOUR NAMES.  THERE 

IS POWER IN A NAME. I WISH TO HEAR YOURS.” 

 

Elgweth, Raven, Lea and Olent mumble their names and kingdoms of origin and step 

back, quite afraid to offend this thing.  

 

“AND WHAT IS YOUR OPINION OF THESE STRANGERS CAPTAIN CUTTER?” 

Vlad asks. 

 

Horace is stuffing chewing tobacco into his cheek.  He grunts and levels a mean glare at 

the party.  “Hell, I don’t trust them.  But I’ve seen them fight with blade and spell, Lord 

Vlad.  They’re good.  Too useful to kill.  I vote we keep them around.”  

 

Steam escapes the vent again. Silence crawls across the room.  The metal men are as 

silent and motionless as their master, and the golems Frosty and Ruby don’t move either, 

as if waiting for an excuse to pounce and crush and destroy.  Vlad finally speaks again. 

 

“VERY WELL.  FOR NOW, YOU REMAIN HERE AS OUR GUESTS.” 

 

And there we stopped.  


